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M E M O R A N D U M 

April 13, 2022 

TO: Planning, Housing, and Economic Development (PHED) Committee 

FROM: Pamela Dunn, Senior Legislative Analyst 
Livhu Ndou, Legislative Attorney 
Dr. Glenn Orlin, Senior Analyst 

SUBJECT: Silver Spring Downtown and Adjacent Communities Plan 

PURPOSE: Worksession to develop recommendations for Council consideration 

Expected Participants:  
Casey Anderson, Chair, Montgomery County Planning Board 
Gwen Wright, Director, Montgomery Planning Department 
Elza Hisel-McCoy, Down County Chief, Planning Department  
Larissa Klevan, Master Plan Supervisor, Planning Department  
Atara Margolies, Planner Coordinator, Planning Department  
Cristina Sassaki, Parks Planner Coordinator, Parks Department 
Rebeccah Ballo, Supervisor, Historic Preservation  
John Liebertz, Planner Coordinator, Historic Preservation  

This is the Planning, Housing, and Economic Development (PHED) Committee’s last worksession on 
the Silver Spring Downtown and Adjacent Communities Plan. This worksession will cover elements of 
plan implementation, and several follow up items including an assessment of market rate affordable 
multifamily housing and correspondence regarding a handful of properties within the Plan area. The 
Committee has requested the property-specific issues and review of the market rate housing analysis be 
covered first. It is likely the Committee will not have time to review the entire Implementation section; 
however, three implementation recommendations that focus on topics not yet covered by the Committee 
are included in the review below.   

Councilmembers may wish to bring their copy of the Plan to the meeting. 
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A link to the Planning Board Draft for those wishing to access the Plan online is here: 
https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/SSDAC-Planning-Board-Draft-FINAL-
FOR-WEB-reduced2.pdf 
 
REMAINING ISSUES  
 
Since the Committee’s review of the Plan began, the following correspondence has been received 
requesting property-specific changes. The correspondence is organized by Districts below.  
 
Fenton Village 
 

 
 
The Council received a letter from the County Executive (CE) on March 25, which included specific 
recommendations related to Garage 4 (Map Number 14). The Committee previously discussed revisions 
to the text regarding the Opportunity Sites description of Garage 4. The CE’s proposed revisions are in 
line with the Committee’s prior review. However, the CE is requesting the zoning for Garage 4 be 
changed from the Plan recommended zoning of CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-3.0, H-130 to CR-5.0, C-5.0, R-5.0, H-
130.  
 
Council Staff suggests the Committee support the change in zoning to better support 
redevelopment of this site.  
 

https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/SSDAC-Planning-Board-Draft-FINAL-FOR-WEB-reduced2.pdf
https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/SSDAC-Planning-Board-Draft-FINAL-FOR-WEB-reduced2.pdf
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Metro Center District  
 

 
 
1. Written testimony was received from Lerch Early Brewer requesting additional height for Metro 

Plaza (Map Number 25). Testimony asks that the mapped height for this site be increased, rather 
than requiring participation in the Building Height Incentive Zone (BHIZ). The testimony notes that 
the site is constrained, as acknowledged in the Plan. The letter requests: 

 
As a result of this unique site condition, to allow the property to have full functional use of the 
240-foot height, that height should either; (1) begin its measurement at the point 85 feet off the 
ground, or (2) if measured from the adjacent ground or street grade, the 85 feet should be added 
to the 240 feet to allow the building to reach 325 feet. Either method allows the property the 
functional 240 feet within which to provide the intended development abutting the Metro Station. 
Greater height allows for greater design flexibility to create interesting massing that allows for 
articulation of different elements of the building: to add visual interest, to provide a distinction 
between base and tower, and to allow more light and air into the site. The property and its 
redevelopment potential has already been severely impacted by the presence of the substation on 
the property. The substation interferes with the integrity of new building floorplates. Further, a 
building cannot be put above the substation, nor can the building be in front of the substation 
because of conduits and cables from the street to serve the substation. 

 
Council Staff does not recommend changing how height should be measured, nor does Council 
Staff recommend any additional changes to the mapped height at this time. This letter was 
received before the Committee recommended changes to the BHIZ. Consistent with the 
Committee’s recommendation, this property (Map Number 25)—and all the properties along the 
Metrorail tracks (Map Numbers 25, 26, 34, 35, and 36)—will go from a Plan-proposed mapped 
height of 240 feet to a mapped height of 300 feet.  
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2. The Council also received testimony from Mr. Tim Edens, Development Manager of Starr Capital. 
His testimony is primarily in reference to 8600 Georgia Avenue (Map Number 28), where the 
existing zoning is CR-5.0 C-4.0 R-4.75 H-145 T. The Plan proposed zoning is CR-5.0 C-5.0 R-5.0 
H-200, which is consistent with the 20% increases in height throughout the Plan-area. However, Mr. 
Edens notes in his written testimony that neighboring properties to 8600 Georgia Avenue are 
proposed to be zoned at 240 feet in height with an FAR of 8.0.  

 
According to the zoning tables for the Metro Center and Downtown North Districts, the abutting and 
confronting properties to 8600 Georgia Avenue all received a proposed height of 240 feet. In 
addition, while one of two confronting properties has a proposed total density of 5.0 FAR, the other 
confronting property and the abutting properties—Map Numbers 68C, 64 and 27B—all have a 
proposed total density of 8.0 FAR.  

 
The PHED Committee (2-1) previously recommended that the zoning for 8600 Georgia Avenue be 
changed from CR-5.0 C-5.0 R-5.0 H-200 T to CR-5.0 C-5.0 R-5.0 H-240, providing an increased 
mapped height. However, the Committee unanimously chose to wait to make any adjustments to 
the density until a review of the Connectivity Infrastructure Fund (CIF).  
 
The question before the Committee is whether this property should be mapped to a density 
equivalent to abutting properties or should any increase in its density require a contribute to the 
CIF.  
 
 
Ripley District  
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1. Council received correspondence from Lerch Early Brewer regarding the property at 8230 Ripley 
Street (Map Number 39C). The Opportunity Sites language from the Plan states:  

 
Block of Ripley Street, Dixon Avenue, and Georgia Avenue: This is a large potential 
development site along Georgia Avenue. The Plan recommends redevelopment of this site to 
include a central open space, potentially connected across Ripley Street to the 8230 Georgia 
Avenue site. 

 
The letter notes that 8226 Georgia Avenue was recently renovated so will likely not redevelop soon, 
and that the two properties are separated by a public right-of-way, making unified redevelopment 
unlikely. The letter also states that 8230 Ripley Street is constrained by the master-planned right-of-
way for Ripley Street between Dixon Avenue and Georgia Avenue, and dedication of Ripley Street 
would affect the developable area even further. The letter requests the Plan instead encourage 
redevelopment of 8230 Ripley Street by itself, and that the Plan  
 

…recommend retaining adequate width through providing a public access easement for any 
planned expansion of Ripley Street, with the easement specifically allowing structures to extend 
above and below pedestrian access along Ripley Street at street level. Such an easement would 
avoid issues with buildings crossing lot lines. Streetscape and other public use facilities along the 
frontage should also be limited, so as not to reduce the developable area. 

  
Council Staff does not recommend including language in the Plan for a public access easement. 
However, recognizing the constraints on this Opportunity Site, Council Staff does recommend 
including language regarding the latter part of this request: that streetscape and other public use 
facilities not significantly reduce the developable area.  
 
2. Council also received a letter from Montgomery Preservation regarding 8230 Georgia Avenue. The 

letter notes that this Opportunity Site is the former corporate headquarters of the Little Tavern 
Companies, constructed in 1941. The letter notes that the company has a history of racial 
discrimination, and that nearby signage could tell this story. The letter notes that the building’s “Art 
Deco-Streamline Moderne” style is a “recognizable standout” on Georgia Avenue that should be 
preserved and suggests the front of the building provide green space that can co-exist with the 
parking. MPI requests that this property not be identified as an opportunity site, as it implies 
demolition.  

 
Council Staff does not recommend removing this property from the Opportunity Sites section, as 
an opportunity site is not synonymous with demolition, as the letter suggests. However, Council 
Staff does suggest that the history of this property be examined, and that language about this site 
be added to the Historic Resources section, as appropriate.   
 
 
South Silver Spring District 
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1. Council received correspondence from Lerch Early Brewer regarding the property at 7980 Georgia 

Avenue (Map Number 48A). The Plan recognizes this as an opportunity site, stating: 
 

The Plan recommends considering the redevelopment as a mixed-use development on the portion 
of the parcel that fronts on Georgia Avenue, while preserving the existing community garden at 
the western end of the parcel. Improve connections in this area of South Silver Spring by 
creating a through-block connection at this site from King Street to Georgia Avenue that aligns 
with the midblock connection adjacent to the Galaxy Apartments. The Plan recommends 
retaining the community garden as part of any redevelopment. 

 
The letter requests that Figure 21 be revised to say, “relocate the community garden”, rather than 
“preserve the community garden.” It also requests that on Map 21, remove the recommendation to 
retain the community garden. Lastly, the letter requests the community garden language be removed 
from the King Street Park language in the Parks section of the Plan. The letter also includes a request 
to: 

• Remove the northern protected crossing and focus on one crossing from the southeast corner 
of the property where a through block connection can emerge (also on Map 23);   

• Remove the community garden as an open space and instead provide a publicly accessible, 
urban, and activated open space at the new crossing in the southeast corner;   
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• Reorient the internal through-block connection to split the block across the longer 
southwestern frontage rather than along King Street, thereby preserving a larger continuous 
development site;  

• Allow for flexible building typology that can accommodate parking and amenity spaces in 
wrapped product; and  

• Improve connections in this area of South Silver Spring by creating a through-block 
connection at this site from Eastern Avenue to Georgia Avenue. 

 
With respect to the community garden site, the Committee made a previous recommendation to 
revise the description of 7980 Georgia Ave as an Opportunity Site, remove the community garden 
reference in Figure 21, and modify the reference to Map 21 in the Parks and Public Spaces section 
to read: “Support current community garden use or open space until the property redevelops.”  
 
To address the through-block connection concern, Council Staff suggests the following further 
revision to the Opportunity Sites description:  

7980 Georgia Avenue: The Plan recommends considering the redevelopment as a mixed-use 
development on the portion of the parcel that fronts on Georgia Avenue [while preserving the 
existing community garden at the western end of the parcel]. Improve connections in this 
area of South Silver Spring by creating a through-block connection at this site [from King 
Street to Georgia Avenue that aligns with the midblock connection adjacent to the Galaxy 
Apartments. The Plan recommends retaining the community garden as part of any 
redevelopment.] 

 
2. The Council also received a letter regarding 8001 Newell Street (Map Number 43B), a self-storage 

facility. The letter requests the following language be added to the Opportunity Sites description for 
this property: 

To provide flexible development opportunities and allow future development to better 
adapt to market conditions, the Plan supports expansion of the existing self-storage 
facility with a maximum of four (4) stories of building height if public benefits and/or 
amenities are provided through redevelopment. Such public benefits and/or amenities 
should be defined through a subsequent zoning text amendment that implements various 
Plan recommendations. 

 
Council Staff does not recommend including any references to a ZTA in the master plan language. 
As for height, the Plan recommends a mapped height of 125 feet. The request for additional stories 
is in response to the storage facility being a grandfathered use in the CR zone, thus being allowed 
to operate but not expand. If the Council wants to provide for an expansion of self-storage in the 
CR zone, it should be done via a separate process that exams self-storage facilities throughout the 
County, not just in Silver Spring.   
 
 
Downtown North District  
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1. The Council received a letter from Miles and Stockbridge regarding 8700 1st Avenue, located in the 

northwest quadrant of 1st Avenue and Fenwick Lane in Silver Spring (Map Number 57B). The 
property is currently zoned CR-3.0, C-2.0, R-2.75, H-90 T. The Plan recommends this property (as 
part of a larger zoning block) be zoned CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-3.0, H-110. However, the letter asserts this 
designation is inconsistent with the zoning recommended for the abutting zoning block (Map 
Number 57A) which is recommended for a height of 175 feet and is closer to the single-family 
neighborhood. In addition, the height recommended for the blocks confronting this property is 175 
feet. Furthermore, the block to the south of this property is located in the height incentive zone and 
following the Committee’s recommendation will be mapped to a height of 260 feet. It should be 
noted that to the west of the zoning block containing 8700 1st Avenue, the confronting zoning block 
is recommended for CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-3.0, H-110.  
 
The letter requests a CR-5.0, C-5.0, R-5.0, H-175 zone be recommended for this property, increasing 
both its height and density in order for the property owner to develop affordable, "co -living" 
apartments in which residents have their own bedrooms, but share cooking and living facilities with 
other residents.  

 
Council Staff suggests the Committee recommend the zoning block containing 8700 1st Avenue be 
mapped to a height of 175 feet, given the predominant height in the area is 175 feet or greater. The 
question before the Committee is whether this property should be mapped to a density equivalent 
to abutting properties or should any increase in its density require a contribute to the CIF.  
 
2. The Council received written testimony from United Therapeutics requesting a modification to the 

Building Height Incentive Zone (BHIZ) boundary such that it be expanded along Georgia Avenue 
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and Spring Street up to Planning Place (at a minimum) so as to incorporate part of the UT property 
and Garage 2.  
 
The Committee discussed this proposed change at its April 4 worksession. Because this wasn’t noted 
specifically in the staff report for that worksession, Council Staff has included a map below 
depicting this change. The Committee’s recommendation to remove the BHIZ and map properties at 
1.5 times the mapped height proposed in the Plan will apply to the area expanded by the dashed line. 
 

Council Staff would like to confirm the Committee’s recommendation to shift the boundary such 
that it encompasses Garage 2 and the United Therapeutic property, as opposed to continuing the 
boundary the length of Spring Street to its intersection with Georgia Avenue.  

 

 
 

Adjacent Communities 
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The Council received a letter from NOA Architects on behalf of property owners at 8808 Colesville 
Road (Map Number 73). The property in question is located adjacent to a property in the Downtown 
North District currently zoned EOF-3.0, H-100. The Plan recommends this adjacent property be 
zoned CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-3.0, H-100.  

 
The property owners at 8808 Colesville Road (a single-family structure) are requesting a zoning 
change from R-60 to R-20, a multifamily zone with a density of 21.70 units per acre. However, 
given the size of property and the minimum lot/site size requirements of the R-20 zone, this zoning 
change would result in at most 3 residential units1.   
 
Given the late consideration of such a request and the fact that this property abuts two other R-60 
properties, Council Staff suggests the Committee recommend this property appropriate for a 
CRN Floating Zone. If the Committee supports this approach, Council Staff will work with 
Planning Staff to confirm the parameters of the floating zone recommendation. 
 

 
HOUSING: PLAN-WIDE RECOMMENDATIONS (Follow up)  
 
The Plan includes a recommendation to “Preserve existing, market-rate affordable housing where 
possible, striving for no net loss of affordable housing.”  During the Committee’s discussion of this 
recommendation, the Committee asked how the Plan supports the notion of “no net loss” and what “no 
net loss” means in the context of this Plan.  
 
The Committee asked Planning to provide an evaluation of apartments in the Plan area currently 
providing market rate affordable units. That analysis is attached on (© 1-12).  
  
According to slides, the Plan’s approach to the preservation of existing market-rate affordable housing is 
to retain current zoning2. In recent master plans, the Council has adopted different approaches to the 
preservation of existing affordable housing. In cases where the current owner is already providing 
regulated affordable units3, the plan included a recommendation for a future rezoning (so as not to 
impact the status of the current program underway). In other cases, primarily in Veirs Mill, 2-3 times the 
current density was provided to properties with existing market rate affordable units (but no regulated 
affordable units). Along with this significant increase in density was language in the master plan 
requiring 15 percent Moderately Priced Dwelling Units (MPDUs), and an additional 5-10 percent 
(depending on the site) market rate affordable units (provided under agreement with DHCA).   
 
The question often posed in discussing market rate affordable housing is whether non-regulated 
affordable units will remain affordable over the life of the Plan. Typically, the age and ownership status 
(rental vs owner-occupied) of the structures are considered. When buildings age past their useful life4 
they require significant renovation. Without density to increase the number of units, property owners are 
likely to redevelop the units (due to necessity) and charge higher rents to recoup the cost. Without an 
increase in the number of units, there is no requirement to provide 15 percent MPDUs, therefore any 
non-regulated units can become 100 percent unaffordable.  
 

 
1 Other development standards such as setback and coverage may reduce this further.  
2 One garden apartment complex is recommended for a change in zoning at the request of the property owner.  
3 The LIHTC complex in the Forest Glen Plan. 
4 The apartments in question were built between 1937-1943. 
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Planning’s analysis shows that under the Plan-proposed zoning, were the properties to redevelop, three 
could yield more units and two less. One of the three complexes that could yield more units is 
recommended for a change to its current zoning. Montgomery Housing Partnership (MHP), the property 
owner, requested this change.  
 
Below is a table showing existing units, possible unit yields under redevelopment using Plan proposed 
zoning, and zoning density similar to what was approved in the Veirs Mill Plan.  
 
Complex 
Name 

Current 
Zoning  

Existing 
Units  

Plan 
Proposed 
Zoning  

Yield 
under 
Plan 
Proposed 
Zoning  

Plan 
Proposed 
Zoning in 
equivalent 
FAR  

Alternative 
Zoning5 in 
FAR 

Yield 
under 
Alternative 
Zoning6  

Regulated 
Affordable 
(15% MPDU 
+ 20% Rent 
Regulated) 

Blair Park 
Apartments 

R-10 53 CR-3.0 C-
0.0 R-3.0 
H-75 

94 3.0 5.0 157 55 

Blair Park 
Gardens 

R-10 74 R-10 56 1.0 3.0 168 59 

Eastern Ave 
Apts  

R-10 35 R-10 59 1.0 3.0 178 63 

Rock Creek 
Springs  

R-10 129 R-10 161 1.0 3.0 484 170 

Spring 
Garden 
Apts  

R-10  169 R-10  123 1.0 3.0 368 129 

Total   460  493   1,356 474 
 
From the table, there are 460 market rate affordable units currently. The total units possible under Plan-
proposed zoning should be viewed with caution. It shows that redevelopment under Plan-proposed 
zoning yields 33 additional units. However, this total captures the increase in units under the one 
proposed zoning change (requested by MHP) and includes a decrease in units associated with two other 
complexes built prior to current zoning density limits. It seems unlikely a developer would redevelop to 
a lower density. In addition, the number of regulated units resulting from redevelopment under Plan- 
proposed zoning is hard to determine. What is clearer is the total number of units possible from 
increases in density similar to that allowed in prior master plans, and the potential to achieve no net loss 
in affordable units where this increase in density includes a requirement for 15% MPDUs and 20% rent 
regulated units.  
 
According to the attached analysis, Planning recommends achieving increases in density through the 
Local Map Amendment process by adding a Floating Zone recommendation for these properties to the 
Plan.  
 
The question for the Committee is whether the additional review afforded by the local rezoning 
process is worth the increase in time, cost and process associated with it, particularly for 
redevelopment aimed at producing significantly more regulated affordable housing. 
Redevelopment under greater mapped density is not without process. As it will result in additional units, 
it will require approval of a Preliminary Plan of Subdivision, Given the density, it will also require 
approval under the Optional Method of Development (developing at density greater than 0.5 FAR or 

 
5 Similar to the Veirs Mill Plan at 3 times current density.  
6 Alternative zoning set at 3 times the current FAR equivalent. This doesn’t equal 3 times the current number of units which 
would result in a different FAR estimate by complex but the overall result is same.  
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10,000 sf) which includes approval of a Sketch Plan and a Site Plan. The Local Map Amendment 
process includes these approvals too, plus the rezoning approval (with review by the Board and Hearing 
Examiner and approval by the Council).  
 
 
IMPLEMENTATION  
 
Zoning Related  
 

a. Public Benefits in CR Zones  
 

• CR, CRT and CRN zones in the Plan area allow for higher density under the county’s optional 
method of development but require public amenities to support the additional density. Ensuring 
the right mix of public benefits is key to realizing the Plan’s goals of a stronger, more connected 
public realm that will help bring people and businesses to Silver Spring. 

• The plan recommends certain public benefits as priorities for all CR parcels within the plan 
boundary. The plan also recommends disallowing certain public benefits to be used in optional 
method development for projects within the boundary of the Plan. 

• The Plan requires that all Optional Method Development include an Exceptional Design Public 
Benefit and all projects with a residential component achieve Affordable Housing Public Benefit 
via the requirement for 15 percent MPDUS described in Section 4.1.6. above. 

• The Plan proposes that “Transit Proximity” and “Structured Parking” (under Connectivity and 
Mobility) be excluded from the list of potential public benefits for projects within the Plan area. 

• The plan prioritizes the following public benefits: 
o Major Public Facilities 
o Affordable Housing 
o Small Business Opportunity 
o Streetscape Improvement 
o Dwelling Unit Mix 
o Public Open Space 
o Tree Canopy 
o Habitat Restoration 
o Historic Preservation 

 
Testimony: United Therapeutics submitted a letter to Council in opposition to the proposal to remove 
Public Benefit options. The letter argues that this master plan recommendation conflicts with the 
Council’s determination that these elements are desirable. The letter also argues that taking away these 
potential incentives will stifle growth and reinvestment in Silver Spring. The Silver Spring Chamber of 
Commerce also commented on this section of the Plan, noting that public infrastructure is the public’s 
responsibility and should not be borne by private developers. That letter noted that the cost of providing 
this infrastructure usually means reducing the commercial footprint, making development less feasible. 
The letter notes that because market rental rates in Silver Spring are lower, the return on investment is 
not the same as Bethesda.  
 
This part of the Plan requires more explanation. No justification is given for why these Public 
Benefit options should be removed. The Plan would also benefit from a brief explanation of how 
certain public benefits will be “prioritized.” Without that justification, Council Staff agrees with 
the written testimony and recommends “Transit Proximity” and “Structured Parking” not be 
excluded from the available Public Benefit options. Transit proximity is a category of public 
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benefits that could provide an easy incentive for development in Silver Spring, which has high 
transit areas. And with the redevelopment of several public parking garages, developers may be 
more likely to provide private parking. Lastly, Planning has proposed a study of CR public 
benefits; Council Staff does not recommend eliminating any public benefit options until that study 
is completed.  
 

b. On-Site Public Open Space  
 

As described in the Plan,  
 

Adequate public open space is critical to meeting this Sector Plan’s goal of making Silver Spring 
a better place to live, work and play. While downtown Silver Spring has a reasonable amount of 
open space, many of these spaces are small “postage stamp” spaces that do not truly enhance the 
public realm. In order to ensure the right amount and quality of public open space, this Sector 
Plan recommends channeling resources to create new and improve existing public parks instead 
of creating on-site public open spaces that is too small, fail to enhance the public realm and 
prevent buildings from activating the street. For any Optional Method development project 
required to provide public open space on a site not recommended for a new public space in the 
Sector Plan, the Plan recommends that in lieu of on-site open space, applicants contribute to the 
creation of new and improvement of existing public parks recommended by the Sector Plan, 
preferably within the same district. These contributions will be determined during the Optional 
Method development review and approval process and will be based on the cost/sf of 
constructing an equivalent area of the recommended public space. Contributions to the 
Commission will be included in the Department of Parks Capital Improvement Program (CIP). 

 
Council Staff supports the Implementation: On-Site Public Open Space recommendation. It is 
consistent with other master plans for the coordination of open/public space.   
 
Partnerships  
 
The Plan supports continued cooperation between the public and private sectors to coordinate and 
implement initiatives and services in downtown Silver Spring. Established by County legislation, the 
Silver Spring Urban District provides enhanced services within downtown Silver Spring to ensure that 
the downtown area is maintained, clean, safe, and attractive to support the economic viability of the 
area. This Plan supports the priorities of the Silver Spring Urban District, the Regional Service Center, 
and the Arts and Entertainment District in their common mission to provide public services and 
amenities to the members of the downtown Silver Spring communities. 
 
The Plan recommends pursuing partnerships that: 

• Increase the strength and resources of civic organizations championing downtown Silver Spring; 
• Strengthen the resilience of Silver Spring by increasing capacity, improving the public realm, 

supporting independent businesses, and encouraging continued economic growth; 
• Use arts and culture to celebrate the past, present, and future diverse cultures that are part of the 

Silver Spring community[.]; and  
• Strengthen partnerships between Montgomery County, civic organizations, service providers, 

property owners, and businesses to address complex social challenges. 
 
The Plan also encourages partnerships with other agencies and stakeholders.  
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a. Partnerships for Economic Growth  
 

• Partner with the Montgomery County Economic Development Council (MCEDC) and the 
champion for downtown to create a market incentive to invest in speculative office suites in 
office space that has been vacant for an extended period. Have MCEDC fund the program and 
the champion for the downtown market and help property owners secure funds. Create a plan for 
the incentive that caps the amount at a reasonable cost to the county while also providing a 
meaningful incentive to building owners. 

• The Plan supports the establishment of a “champion” entity in the downtown that will assist with 
marketing, activation, and maintenance. Such an entity could help address issues of safety and 
trash collection on the streets, as well as promote, highlight, and support the many amenities the 
downtown has to offer. Downtown Silver Spring will benefit from a strong champion for 
downtown and will need support from partnerships between the public sector, property owners, 
businesses, and social service organizations in order to full achieve the vision expressed in this 
Plan. 
 

Council Staff recommends removing references to a “champion for downtown.” The purposes of 
this champion entity overlap with duties already performed by the Silver Spring Urban District 
and by the Silver Spring Business Improvement District (BID).7 The language in the Plan should 
instead reference the existing Urban District or the BID.  
 

• Analyze the feasibility of a fund operated by MCEDC to invest in office-using start-ups that 
locate in Silver Spring. Have the champion for downtown market the fund and use the fund to 
attract additional business to Silver Spring. Create a plan for the fund that establishes accepted 
levels of risk that is consistent with purchasing equity positions in start-up firms. 
 

Council Staff does not recommend the creation of a “fund operated by MCEDC to invest in office-
using start-ups”, since this already exists via the Economic Development Fund. Council Staff 
recommends, as an alternative, that the Plan include language encouraging better use of the 
Economic Development Fund to support office end users.8  
 

• Partner with the County Executive’s Business Advancement Team to reinvigorate the Silver 
Spring Innovation Center to meet the needs of and to support women and minority entrepreneurs, 
in alignment with the recommendations of the Business Incubator Review and Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystem study prepared by Axcel Innovation LLC and presented to the PHED committee on 
July 26, 2021. Create a business plan to define how the incubator can add value to start-up firms 
to guide operations and to enable evaluation of whether the incubator is achieving its objectives. 

• Encourage activation of underutilized space: Partner with MCEDC, the County Executive’s 
Business Advancement Team, and the champion for downtown to study a vacancy tax on empty 
retail frontage to encourage property owners to lease and activate vacant spaces. The funds 
generated by this tax should be returned to the Silver Spring area. The money should be provided 

 
7 The Council-enabling law for the BID went into effect in early January 2022 Additional information 
about the Silver Spring BID can be found here: https://www.silverspringbid.org/.  
8 The PHED Committee received a briefing on the EDF program last year. The staff report can be found 
here: 
https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/council/Resources/Files/agenda/cm/2021/20211108/20211108_
PHED2.pdf.  

https://www.silverspringbid.org/
https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/council/Resources/Files/agenda/cm/2021/20211108/20211108_PHED2.pdf
https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/council/Resources/Files/agenda/cm/2021/20211108/20211108_PHED2.pdf
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to the new champion for downtown Silver Spring and go into the funds this Plan recommends 
creating to advance placemaking. 
 

Council Staff recommends several changes regarding these two bullet points: 
- For the reasons noted earlier, Council Staff recommends removing the reference to a 

“champion for downtown.”  
- Council Staff recommends removing the sentence “Create a business plan to define how 

the incubator can add value to start-up firms to guide operations and to enable 
evaluation of whether the incubator is achieving its objectives”, in favor of less 
prescriptive language. In addition, it is unclear who is being tasked with creating this 
business plan—the County, MCEDC, or the incubator.  

- Council Staff recommends removing the sentences “The funds generated by this tax 
should be returned to the Silver Spring area. The money should be provided to the new 
champion for downtown Silver Spring and go into the funds this Plan recommends 
creating to advance placemaking” because this language is too prescriptive, given a) the 
proposed vacancy tax study has not yet been done, and b) Council Staff does not 
recommend including language about a placemaking fund until additional information 
is given as to where the money for this fund would come from.  

 
• Create capacity to support small retailers: Form a partnership between the Montgomery County 

Office of the County Executive Small Business Navigator and mission-oriented nonprofit 
stakeholders to fund a diverse retail liaison position to support diverse retailers in Silver Spring. 
Explore creating a loan pool that could provide resources and incentives to local small business, 
help subsidize tenant improvements, and could support business owners in purchasing their 
properties. See the Retail in Diverse Communities Report published March 2021 for additional 
details about these recommendations. 

 
Council Staff recommends revising this recommendation to say, “Encourage a partnership 
between…”, since it is less prescriptive and therefore more appropriate for a master plan.  
 

• Encourage property owners with underutilized and vacant street-level retail space to donate that 
space to mission-oriented non-profits to run retail incubators in which entrepreneurs can try new 
retail concepts. 

 
Council Staff supports this recommendation.   
 

b. Partnerships with the Community  
 

The Plan’s goal is to provide sufficient open space for active recreation, social gathering, and 
contemplative activities. The Plan provides the following recommendation to achieve that goal: 
 

• Increase placemaking efforts; create a fund to support placemaking throughout Silver Spring; 
and have the new champion for downtown Silver Spring manage the fund. Prioritize 
improvements that make the public realm and street network more connected and safer for non-
motorized transport, as well as more attractive as places to gather. 

• Work with civic stakeholders to form a non-profit that raises funds for, invests in, manages, and 
activates Jesup Blair Park. This could be a cross-jurisdictional enterprise coordinated with 
stakeholders and park users from adjacent Washington, D.C. neighborhoods as well. 
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Council Staff recommends removing the reference to a “champion for downtown”, as this 
overlaps with the Urban District and the BID. Council Staff also recommends revising this section 
to say, “encourage the creation of a fund to…” and “encourage civic stakeholders”, to make the 
language less prescriptive.  
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METRO PLAZA – SSDAC PLAN 

 Supports equalizing the commercial and residential densities in our CR Zone classification,
and others in Silver Spring, so as to provide more flexibility for development.

 Supports the Draft Plan’s height and density recommendations, generally.  But, Metro
Plaza has unique characteristics that need to be recognized and addressed about where or
how the measurement of that height occurs.

 Additional height, to accommodate the unique circumstances of the Metro Plaza property
should not have to be purchased, but should be mapped with the SMA.

 The property directly abuts the Purple Line above-grade track section.  The track and top
of the train on the track extend approximately 85 feet into the air, just to the east of the
property and the building presently proposed for the property.

 Because of the views outward being toward and under the tracks, those levels (up to
approximately 85 feet above grade) cannot realistically be used for residences looking to
the east.  Having units just looking west with a single-loaded corridor, is not economically
feasible.  These levels can be used for service functions for the project: retail on the ground
level; lobby; above-ground parking; project amenities; mechanical systems; and other
functions that do not operate as continuously-occupied residential or office
spaces.  (Attached is a rendering showing the stacking plan of a possible building and the
relationship of the tracks and train to the building.)

 As a result of this unique site condition, to allow the property to have full functional use of
the 240 foot height, that height should either; (1) begin its measurement at the point 85vfeet
off the ground, or (2) if measured from the adjacent ground or street grade, the 85 feet
should be added to the 240 feet to allow the building to reach 325 feet.  Either method
allows the property the functional 240 feet within which to provide the intended
development abutting the Metro Station.

 Greater height allows for greater design flexibility to create interesting massing that allows
for articulation of different elements of the building: to add visual interest, to provide a
distinction between base and tower, and to allow more light and air into the site.

 The property and its redevelopment potential has already been severely impacted by the
presence of the substation on the property.  The substation interferes with the integrity of
new building floorplates.  Further, a building cannot be put above the substation, nor can
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the building be in front of the substation because of conduits and cables from the street to 
serve the substation. 

 Supports the Draft Plan’s encouragement of relocating the substation.  Such relocation
should not be a cost burden to this property.

 The property is also constrained by the need to provide access through the site to the tracks
and related service facilities.

 Do not eliminate the Public Benefit Points for Transit Proximity and Structured
Parking.  These benefits have been designed to facilitate development in proximity to
transit and to encourage hiding automobile parking in structures.  Achieving the requisite
number of points required, without use of these two benefits, will be a significant challenge
and will add costs to projects.  Adding costs for projects in Silver Spring is not the way to
implement the Draft Plan and promote development activity.

 Design review through a Design Advisory Panel (DAP) should be aligned procedurally
with the development process, so that projects do not get too far along before design
feedback is provided.  Similarly, any Design Guidelines should have flexible provisions
that ca accommodate unique site features and constraints like those presented by Metro
Plaza.

(2)
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SILVER SPRING COUNCIL HEARING TESTIMONY FEBRUARY 17, 2022 

STARR CAPITAL LLC 

I am Tim Eden with Starr Capital, development manager for 8600 Georgia Avenue, and also speaking 

for the two other properties on our block specifically in 8501 Colesville Rd and 8615 Ramsey St, in 

the Metro District. 

COSTS FOR ADDITIONAL HEIGHT IN THE BHIZ 

We are generally supportive of the Silver Spring Downtown Plan as proposed by the Planning Board 

that sets ambitious goals for housing development. We are very concerned, however, by the 

incentives proposed for additional height and density that will further raise development cost. The 

plan increases the MPDU requirement from 12.5% to 15%, that is an additional cost in a submarket 

that struggles to compete for multi-family renters. Each affordable housing unit is valued below 

cost, so that is a real economic burden. However, the Plan proposes further increases in affordable 

housing requirements in exchange for additional height in the CBD core area. This makes no sense, 

especially compared to Bethesda where height was increased as an incentive to developers to build 

more housing, including 15% MPDUs. In Silver Spring, we are effectively being asked to pay for 

additional height which adds development cost that is already under pressure from inflation and 

lower rents.  

To further clarify, the Bethesda Sector Plan mapped the height and allowed owners to buy density 

at $10/sf to fill up the building envelope. However, in Silver Spring, owners are being asked to buy 

density at $5/sf (which still may not be economical), but are then also being asked to buy the 

additional height in the form of additional MPDUs above 15%. Thus, the overall cost in Silver Spring 

will be vastly greater than in Bethesda, in an area that already struggles to support development 

costs. If we are going to increase taxes on something, we are going to get less of it, in this case 

affordable and market rate housing. We note that the county and state provide affordable housing 

economic incentives for a good reason: affordable housing development is uneconomical. Let’s not 

go backwards in raising cost to housing development as currently proposed. 

To be comparable, and to make the $5/sf to the CIF viable, the Plan should map the real ultimate 

heights, just as was done in Bethesda. In our case in the Metro District, that would be 300 feet. That 
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SILVER SPRING COUNCIL HEARING TESTIMONY FEBRUARY 17, 2022 

STARR CAPITAL LLC 

would provide incentive for these heights and development potential to be realized by purchasing 

additional density. We support the CIF fee because it is a more efficient methodology that the 

Density Averaging process, whereby developers purchase Transferable Development Rights (TDRs) 

from other property owners. This cumbersome process is costly, unpredictable and time consuming. 

However, we do not support annual increases to this CIF fee that are counterproductive. 

EQUITABLE TREATMENT OF HEIGHT AND DENSITY 

The Planning Board Draft for the Silver Spring Downtown Plan includes recommendations for height 

and density that are inconsistent and unequitable. Our site at 8600 Georgia is recommended for 200 

feet and a 5.0 FAR when surrounding properties in the Metro District are recommended for 240 feet 

and a 8.0 FAR. In fact, the WMATA site and surrounding properties are currently zoned for 145 feet 

and an FAR of 5.0, exactly our zoning, and yet are proposed by the Board for a height of 240 feet 

and density of 8.0. It was noted in the Planning Board worksessions that our site is one of the few in 

the Metro District that is planned for redevelopment, yet we are not being treated equally with our 

neighbors as to height and density, and will be subject to additional fees or other requirements to 

gain the height and density we need for economic feasibility.   It appears that we are being 

subjected to additional fees because we are prepared to move forward with development, and we 

cannot afford such additional costs. 

For example, the most recent discussion shows our site at 200 feet, with a potential increase of 

150% allowed (up to 300 feet) by meeting site plan conditions like capital improvements, affordable 

housing and infrastructure fees. For additional density, a fee of $5/sf is being proposed. To build out 

the site from our CR-5.0, we would need another 165,000 sf that would be $990,000 that our 

neighbor at CR-8.0 would not pay, and that is unfair. Another proposed extraction would be an 

increase in mpdus to 17.5% in exchange for additional height that would be an enormous burden 

compared to our neighbors. For example, another 2.5% of 350 units would be 9 units at a loss of 

$200,000 sf each for an extra cost burden (loss) of $1,800,000. We are simply asking to be treated 

equally with neighboring properties in the Metro District with a height of 240 feet and a density of 

8.0. Thank you. 
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Map 9. Proposed Metro Center Zoning 

Note: Overlay Zones are not shown on district zoning maps for clarity; see Map 16 Proposed Zoning 
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Table 3. Proposed Metro Center Zoning 

Map 
Number 

Existing Zoning Proposed Zoning Justification 

25 CR-8.0 C-6.0 R-7.5 H-200 T CR-8.0 C-8.0 R-8.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

26 CR-8.0 C-6.0 R-7.5 H-200 T CR-8.0 C-8.0 R-8.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

27A CR-5.0 C-4.0 R-4.75 H-145 T CR-5.0 C-5.0 R-5.0 H-175 
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

27B CR-8.0 C-6.0 R-7.5 H-200 T CR-8.0 C-8.0 R-8.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

28 CR-5.0 C-4.0 R-4.75 H-145 T CR-5.0 C-5.0 R-5.0 H-200 
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

29 CR-5.0 C-4.0 R-4.75 H-200 T CR-5.0 C-5.0 R-5.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

30 CR-5.0 C-4.0 R-4.75 H-200 T CR-5.0 C-5.0 R-5.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

31A CR-8.0 C-6.0 R-7.5 H-200 T CR-8.0 C-8.0 R-8.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

31B CR-5.0 C-4.0 R-4.75 H-145 T CR-5.0 C-5.0 R-5.0 H-175 
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

32 CR-8.0 C-6.0 R-7.5 H-200 T CR-8.0 C-8.0 R-8.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

33 CR-8.0 C-6.0 R-7.5 H-200 T CR-8.0 C-8.0 R-8.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

34 CR-5.0 C-4.0 R-4.75 H-200 T CR-5.0 C-5.0 R-5.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 

35 CR-5.0 C-4.0 R-4.75 H-145 T CR-8.0 C-8.0 R-8.0 H-240  

Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. Increase allowable 
height due to significant site 
constraints. 

36 CR-8.0 C-6.0 R-7.5 H-200 T CR-8.0 C-8.0 R-8.0 H-240  
Increase flexibility for future mixed-
use development. 
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8230 RIPLEY STREET -- SSDAC PLAN 

 The Draft Plan’s recommendation is built on a faulty premise and must be corrected.

 The property at 8230 Ripley and the property across Ripley Street at 8226 Georgia Ave.,
have different and unrelated owners and are separated by a public right of way and
road.  The Draft Plan’s recommendation to coordinate development with the property
across the street (8226 Georgia) is unrealistic and very unlikely.  That recommendation
should be eliminated.    Instead, the Draft Plan should encourage the redevelopment of the
8230 site by itself, as a stand-alone project.

 The 8226 Georgia Ave. property has been renovated relatively recently.  New
redevelopment is economically unlikely.

 The two properties are separated by a road and public right of way, thereby rendering a
unified development effectively impossible.

 Previous efforts to incorporate the 8230 site into adjacent developments were unsuccessful.

 Redevelopment of 8230 Ripley itself is significantly constrained by the Master-Planned
right-of-way for Ripley Street between Dixon Avenue and Georgia Avenue.  Dedication
for Ripley Street would significantly reduce the developable area of the parcel, and
particularly affecting the ground plane and footprint for a new development.

 To help facilitate redevelopment of this individual site, the Draft Plan should recommend
retaining adequate width through providing a public access easement for any planned
expansion of Ripley Street, with the easement specifically allowing structures to extend
above and below pedestrian access along Ripley Street at street level.  Such an easement
would avoid issues with buildings crossing lot lines.  Streetscape and other public use
facilities along the frontage should also be limited, so as not to reduce the developable area.
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Montgomery Preservation, Inc.
Promoting the Preservation, Protection and Enjoyment of Montgomery County's 

      Rich Architectural Heritage and Historic Landscapes

DATE: April 4, 2022 

TO: PHED Committee Chair Hans Reimer, Members Will Jawando & Andrew Friedson 

District 5 Councilmember Tom Hucker  

FROM: Eileen McGuckian, President, Montgomery Preservation, Inc. 

RE: Silver Spring Downtown and Adjacent Communities Plan – Plan-wide 

Recommendations: Historic Resources, PHED Committee Work Session – April 7, 2022 

I am pleased to represent Montgomery Preservation Inc. (MPI), the countywide nonprofit 

historic preservation organization, to provide comments related to the County Council PHED 

Committee’s work sessions on the Silver Spring Downtown and Adjacent Communities Plan. 

Below are topics related to the Committee’s discussion of the Historic Resources section of the 

Plan.  

Fenton Building, 8551 Fenton Street     

MPI believes the Fenton Building, at the corner of Fenton Street and Colesville Road, deserves 

comment in the plan.  On the County’s Locational Atlas of Historic Sites, it plays an important 

role in Silver Spring’s history of racial equity, discrimination, and inclusion. As part of the Atlas-

listed Silver Spring CBD Historic District, it is a key retail property in what was the region’s 

foremost suburban center for shopping in the mid 1940s into the 1950s – providing residents 

with a serious alternative to Washington DC shopping.   

As big-city stores were starting to expand to the suburbs, the first corner tenant in the prominent 

new Fenton Building was Morton’s Department Store, which opened in 1952. In an era when it 

was common for department and clothing stores to discriminate against African American 

customers, Morton’s was an exception. Black shoppers could try on clothes at all Morton’s 

branches in the DC area, and use integrated dressing rooms and restrooms. Jewish owner 

Mortimer Lebowitz hired African Americans for his stores (at equal wages), and Lebowitz 

himself was a long-time activist in the Civil Rights movement.   

MPI is opposed to listing the Fenton Building as an Opportunity Site in the Ellsworth District 

section of the Silver Spring Plan, and we are aware that Colesville Joint Venture has expressed 

interest in redeveloping the site for a mixed-use project. MPI submits that instead of assuming 

demolition of the Fenton Building, it should be mentioned among the historic buildings the Plan 

identifies as providing a sense of place, particularly as racial equity and social justice is a 

recurring theme in the Plan. 

With its Moderne-style architecture, the Fenton Building’s key corner location makes it a 

prominent visible marker of a significant period in Silver Spring’s commercial development and 

a physical representation of its Civil Rights history.  

(10)



Preservation of Historic Resources 

MPI strongly supports the Plan’s listing of several properties as potentially eligible for the 

National Register of Historic Places, as well as the goal of exploring future evaluation of these 

properties for listing on the County’s Master Plan for Historic Preservation. We welcome the 

recommendation – long overdue - to study the striking mid-century Weller’s drycleaning 

building for potential Master Plan listing. The Silver Spring Plan describes the building well, and 

it indeed embodies the “village” in Fenton Village. 

In particular, we applaud the proposal for a Garden and Mid-Rise Complex Apartment Historic 

District and its inclusion in the list of properties as potentially eligible for the National Register. 

In addition to architectural and historic qualities, these apartments continue to provide affordable 

housing, with rents significantly lower than in recently constructed high rises in Silver Spring, 

and without subsidization. They provide diversity of housing types, accommodating those who 

prefer garden apartments to high rises. They deserve to be recognized and preserved.  

MPI welcomes this statement in the Historic Resources section:  

The community’s sense of place relies upon historic buildings such as the Silver Spring Shopping 

Center and Theatre, the Fillmore, Hecht’s Building, Canada Dry Building, Dyers and Cleaners 

Building, and the North Washington Shopping Center. 

We propose that the entire Silver Spring CBD Historic District, now on the Locational Atlas, be 

recognized in the above statement.  This district includes the Silver Spring Theatre and Shopping 

Center and the Fillmore, as well as other individual buildings. There are a number of other 

downtown Silver Spring buildings that should eventually be studied for potential historic 

designation. 

Falklands District 

The Silver Spring Plan states that “The historic Falklands Apartments hold a foundational place 

in the development of Silver Spring and have provided first homes to generations of residents.” 

This is true for the entire New Deal-era Falkland complex. 

MPI is dismayed that the north parcel of the Falkland Apartment complex is excluded from the 

Garden Apartment District. Maryland Historical Trust considers the entire Falkland complex 

eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. But unlike the other two parcels of 

the complex, the Planning Board did not add Falkland North to the County’s Master Plan. 

Nevertheless, all of Falkland, with its 2- and 3-story buildings, fits the definition of Missing 

Middle housing that Montgomery Planning correctly argues is sorely needed. Moreover, the 

Silver Spring Plan cites the need for affordable housing and the goal of preserving existing 

affordable housing. Rents in all of Falkland are more affordable than in recently constructed 

high-rises. It seems contradictory to allow a portion of Falkland to be demolished, displacing 

more than 150 working class and middle income households. 

MPI asserts that these considerations outweigh Falkland North’s proximity to the Silver Spring 

Metro station and the interest of the owner to redevelop the site. 
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Silver Spring Shopping Center Parking Lot 

The landmark Art Deco shopping center at Georgia and Colesville is an excellent example of 

1930s-era “Park and Shop” retail and was added to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation 

more than 30 years ago and is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Essential to 

its historic context is the parking lot - a highly visible part of the Silver Theatre and Shopping 

Center complex.   

MPI is opposed to any change to the crescent shape of the parking lot. It is important as well for 

the lot to retain its function as parking; its purpose is not to provide a pathway to Ellsworth 

Plaza. The Plan’s recommendation to explore adding a single-story commercial building would 

be acceptable, if similar to the architectural style of the shopping center buildings and similar in 

size and function to the one-story structure that once stood there.  

Jesup Blair Park 

MPI and others have testified that the 14.5-acre Jesup Blair Park, listed on the Master Plan for 

Historic Preservation, should retain its uniqueness and identity as a natural park. We want to 

clarify that in no way do we intend the park to be a “passive” place. The park already includes a 

number of opportunities for specific sports activities. In the contemplative zone, we envision 

visitors enjoying ancient trees, green space, and some recreational activities, but without adding 

obtrusive hardscape. An example would be to label the trees by species, add native plants, and 

arrange lectures on the biology of the park. If the Jesup Blair House is eventually occupied by 

arts and history organizations, outdoor arts and cultural programs could be presented for the 

public. It is not only necessary but also possible to retain the park’s natural identity that Violet 

Blair Janin intended when she donated this property to the County in 1933. 

MPI urges that as Silver Spring moves forward, its heritage is not forgotten. Without visible 

components of its history, it risks losing community identity as Silver Spring. “Place-making” 

need not also be “Place-taking.” 
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7980 GEORGIA AVE. -- SSDAC PLAN 

 The existing community garden on the western edge of the property is private
property/privately owned, not public property or publicly owned.  The Draft Plan should
be careful to recognize this ownership structure and its effect on recommendations.

 The existing community garden area is operated under a year-to-year sublease from 7-
Eleven, the lessee of the larger parcel.  The property owner does not control the lease from
7-Eleven for the garden use.   Although erroneously identified as “existing open space” on
Map 2, the area is leased for a limited term and is not generally open to the
public.  Maps  and diagrams should not indicate that this area is public open space.

 Figure 21 should revise the notation “preserve the community garden” to “relocate the
community garden.”

 Under Map 21, Proposed Park Locations Approach Diagram, remove recommendation to
retain community garden (F3) and delete the discussion of F3 on page 114.

 To better provide a more permanent opportunity for the community garden function to
remain in this area of Silver Spring, the Draft Plan should recommend and facilitate
relocating the community garden to a nearby publicly owned property.  To that end, the
property at 1110 East-West Highway, recently purchased for parks use, would seem a
particularly appropriate location.  An alternative would be to designate space in the
redevelopment of Jessup Blair Park for this purpose.

 In support of Map 6, the Urban Design Illustrative Diagram, alterations to the Draft Plan
should be made to make redevelopment feasible, tie the open space to the Georgia Ave
corridor, and connect to the protected crossing and Jessup Blair Park:

o Remove the northern protected crossing and focus on one crossing from the
southeast corner of the property where a through block connection can emerge (also
on Map 23),

o Remove the community garden as an open space and instead provide a publicly
accessible, urban, and activated open space at the new crossing in the southeast
corner,
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o Reorient the internal through-block connection to split the block across the longer
southwestern frontage rather than along King Street, thereby preserving a larger
continuous development site and

o Allow for flexible building typology that can accommodate parking and amenity
spaces in wrapped product.

 Revise recommendation to allow for a building envelope that can accommodate plan goals,
such as step-backs from Georgia and creation of publicly accessible open space.

 The Master Plan is the perfect time and opportunity to examine the area around the site of
the temporary community garden to identify a publicly owned site to which the garden can
be relocated.  In the immediate vicinity are both the recently acquired 1110 East-West
Highway property and Jessup Blair Park.  The community garden would function as a
positive activating use at either location.

 Improve connections in this area of South Silver Spring by creating a through-block
connection at this site from Eastern Avenue to Georgia Avenue.
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        Selzer Gurvitch Rabin Wertheimer & Polott, P.C. 

4416 East West Highway • Fourth Floor • Bethesda, MD 20814-4568 Phone: (301) 986-9600 • 
Fax: (301) 986-1301 • Toll Free: (888) 986-9600 

www.selzergurvitch.com 

C. Robert Dalrymple, Esquire
bdalrymple@sgrwlaw.com
Direct Dial: 301-634-3148

Matthew M. Gordon, Esquire 
mgordon@sgrwlaw.com 

Direct Dial: 301-634-3150 
March 22, 2022 

VIA EMAIL DELIVERY 
The Honorable Hans Riemer, Chair 

and Members of the Planning, Housing and Economic Development Committee 
Montgomery County Council 
100 Maryland Avenue 
Rockville, Maryland 20850 

Re: Silver Spring Extra Space LLC’s Supplemental Comments to the Planning Board Draft of the 
Silver Spring Downtown and Adjacent Communities Plan (the “Draft Sector Plan”) 

Dear Chair Riemer and Members of the PHED Committee: 

On behalf of Silver Spring Extra Space LLC (the “8001 Newell Owners”), the owner and operator of 
the self-storage facility located at 8001 Newell Street (the “Property”), we are submitting these 
supplemental comments to the Draft Sector Plan.  The Property includes approximately 41,245 square 
feet of net lot area and is located at the northeast corner of Newell Street and Eastern Avenue in the 
South Silver Spring District. The Property is improved with a 1-story warehouse that was originally 
built in 1950’s and subsequently retrofitted to a self-storage facility in 2002 by the 8001 Newell 
Owners. The 8001 Newell Owners are comprised of several local business leaders who have an 
agreement with Extra Space to manage the self-storage facility.  

The 8001 Newell Owners respectfully request that the Draft Sector Plan recommendations for the 
Property be modified to allow for an incremental expansion of the self-storage uses that will be market 
responsive and deliver public benefits and/or amenities prioritized in the Draft Sector Plan for the 
following reasons: 

• Reliable studies relating to supply/demand for self-storage at this location reflect a gross
shortage of supply in Silver Spring. More specifically, there is approximately 600,000 square
feet of self-storage within a 3-mile radius of the Property, but there is demand from residents
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Mr. Hans Riemer, Chair 
and Members of the PHED Committee 

March 22, 2022 
Page 2 

and businesses for between 1.6 million to 3 million square feet of self-storage uses. Market data 
supporting these conclusions are attached as Exhibit “1”.  

• Expansion of the existing self-storage building with up to a maximum of four (4) stories of self-
storage uses would allow for enhanced building design and other site improvements. As
illustrated on Exhibit “2”, the building architecture and associated site improvements realized
through a four (4) story expansion would allow for a more compatible and aesthetically
appealing project.

• We have requested that the Sector Plan expressly acknowledge and recognize the potential for
an incremental expansion of the existing self-storage facility, with the specific development
standards and public benefit/amenities defined through the ZTA that will follow and implement
several Sector Plan recommendations.

• The implementing ZTA will be necessary to the create the Building Height Incentive Zone
(BHIZ) and to create flexible development opportunities for additional density through
financial contributions to the Connectivity and Infrastructure Fund (CIF) or Housing Initiative
Fund (HIF). Alternatively, the expansion of the self-storage uses at the Property could include
the provision of some community-oriented space at the ground-floor of the self-storage facility
(e.g., an internal community meeting space).

• While the details of such requirements can be determined during the ZTA to follow adoption of
the Sector Plan, we are respectfully requesting support for the following revised land use
recommendations for the property through the Sector Plan. The proposed changes underlined
and in bold below; See Planning Board draft, page 57:

8001 Newell Street (Self-Storage): The Plan recommends that redevelopment of this site
transition in height to the garden apartment buildings across Newell Street and the single-
family homes across Eastern Avenue Northwest in D.C. To provide flexible development
opportunities and allow future development to better adapt to market conditions, the
Plan supports expansion of the existing self-storage facility with a maximum of four (4)
stories of building height if public benefits and/or amenities are provided through
redevelopment. Such public benefits and/or amenities should be defined through a
subsequent zoning text amendment that implements various Plan recommendations.

The requested revisions will allow for an expansion opportunity that is both market-responsive and 
consistent with the Draft Sector Plan recommendation that there be a compatible transition from the 
single-family community across Eastern Avenue. The proposed expansion of the self-storage facility 
will enhance the County’s commercial tax base and help to fulfil the storage needs of residents and 
businesses in the community, while also delivering priority public benefits or amenities.  Thank you 
for consideration of the 8001 Newell Owners’ supplemental comments, and if you have any questions 
or require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
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Mr. Hans Riemer, Chair 
and Members of the PHED Committee 

March 22, 2022 
Page 3 

Very truly yours, 

Selzer Gurvitch Rabin Wertheimer & Polott, P.C. 

C. Robert Dalrymple

Matthew Gordon 

cc: Councilmember Tom Hucker 
Planning Board  
Pam Dunn 
Atara Margolies 
Harvey B. Maisel 

00419595;2 
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Exhibit 1

Source: Compass Report by 
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MILES &
h A. STOCKBRIDGEp.c.

Erin E. Girard
301.517.4804
egirardmi1esstockbridge.com

Laura A. Tailerico
301.517.4833
1ta1Ierico(mi1esstockbridge.com

April 11, 2022

Mr. Gabe Albornoz, President,
And Montgomery County Councilmembers

100 Maryland Avenue, 4th Floor
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Re: Silver Spring Downtown and Adjacent Communities Plan - 8700 1st Avenue, Silver
Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Albornoz and County Councilmembers:

On behalf of our client, Outlier Capital ("Outlier"), the contract purchaser of 8700 1st Avenue,

located in the northwest quadrant of 1St Avenue and Fenwick Lane in Silver Spring ("Property"),
the purpose of this letter is to request a change to the Planning Board's recommended zoning for
the Property contained in the draft Silver Spring Downtown and Adjacent Communities Plan
("Plan"). As discussed more fully below, this request is aimed at making the recommended zoning
consistent with that recommended for neighboring properties.

By way of background, the Property, which is currently zoned CR-3.0, C-2.0, R-2.75, H-90 T, is
improved with a vacant, two-story house. Outlier plans to redevelop the Property with affordable,
"co -living" apartments in which residents have their own bedrooms, but share cooking and living
facilities with other residents. This results in a more communal and social form of living that has
the added benefit of being more affordable than traditional apartments. Outlier looks forward to
bringing this unique form of housing to downtown Silver Spring.

The Plan currently recommends that the Property be zoned CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-3.0, H-hO.'
However, this designation is inconsistent with the zoning recommended for neighboring
properties, which are recommended for significantly more height and density, as shown on the
map and chart excerpted from the Plan below (the Property is part of Map Number 57B identified
with a black "x" on the map):

The Property's recommended zoning appears to be a strict translation of its current zoning that eliminates the "1"
distinction and balances the commercial and residential density allowed.

11 N. WASHINGTON STREET, SUITE 700 ROCKVILLE, MD 20850-4276 I
301.762.1600 I milesstockbridge.com

RALTIMORE, MD. EASTON, MD . IMEDERICK, MD RICHMOND. VA . TYSONS CORNER, VA WASHINGTON, D.C.
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Mr. Gabe Albornoz, President
And Montgomery County Councilmembers

April II, 2022
Page 2
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For example, Map Number 57A, which is within the same block as the Property but closer to
single-family residential, is recommended for a height of 175 feet, whereas the Property is only
recommended for 110 feet. No justification is provided in the Plan for this discrepancy.
Accordingly, Outlier requests that the recommended zoning for the Property be looked at more
closely, and that a CR-5.0, C -SO, R-5,0, H-175 zone be recommended for the Property, consistent
with the majority of the immediately neighboring properties.

Recommending CR-5.0, C-5.0, R-5.0, H-175 zoning for the Property makes good sense from a
planning perspective and would be consistent with other pertinent recommendations of the Plan.
Specifically, in the Downtown North District where the Property is located, a key goal is to:
"Encourage redevelopment of under-utilized parcels [. . .] by increasing zoning flexibility and
incentivizing additional height and FAR where appropriate." Plan p. 62. The Property is
underutilized in that it is improved with a single-family house, despite being located in close
proximity to transit, employment, retail, and service uses, including the future South County
Regional Recreation and Aquatic Center. The Property's location within a six -minute walk of the
Silver Spring Transit Center makes it an ideal spot for significant residential use, such as the
affordable housing project contemplated by Outlier. Additionally, the Property is identified in the
Plan as an "opportunity site," which we believe warrants the allocation of greater density and
height to further incentivize desirable redevelopment, consistent with the goals of the Downtown
North District.

1 17486\000001\4878-3892-8664.v2
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Mr. Gabe Albornoz, President
And Montgomery County Councilmembers

April 11, 2022
Page 3

IMILES&
h A1 STOCKBRJDGEp.c.

Thank you for your time and attention to this request. We look forward to working with the
Council and its staff as the Plan progresses.

Very truly yours,

MILES & STOCKBRIDGE P.C.

J/LMr
Erin E. Girard

Laura M. Tallerico

cc: Pamela Dunn
Livhu Ndou
Peter Stuart
Morgan Fleischman
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1
1 – Falklands
2 – Montgomery Arms
3 – Blair Park Apartments
4 – Blair Park Gardens
5 – Eastern Avenue Apartments
6 – Rock Creek Springs
7 – Spring Garden Apartments
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ADDENDUM 

PHED Committee #1 

April 20, 2022 

M E M O R A N D U M 

April 19, 2022 

TO: Planning, Housing, and Economic Development (PHED) Committee 

FROM: Pamela Dunn, Senior Legislative Analyst 

Livhu Ndou, Legislative Attorney 

SUBJECT: Silver Spring Downtown and Adjacent Communities Plan 

PURPOSE: Addendum to the staff report for Worksession #7    

PROPERTY-SPECIFIC REQUESTS 

Downtown North District  

On April 13, the Council staff report for the last worksession on the Silver Spring Downtown and Adjacent 

Communities Plan was posted. Shortly thereafter, Council Staff received the attached letter from the 

Montgomery County Department of Transportation Director, Mr. Conklin regarding the proposed zoning 

for Public Parking Garage No. 2.  

Montgomery County Public Parking Garage No. 2 (Garage 2) and Public Parking Lot No. 2 (Public Lot 

2), a small surface parking area adjacent to Garage 2, are located at 1200 Spring Street. Garage 2 utilizes 

a major portion of the property. The remainder is used for Public Lot 2 and the Parking Lot District's 

(PLD) Maintenance Building. The land adjacent to the property is the former location of the Maryland-

National Capital Park and Planning Commission ("M-NCPPC") Headquarters building and its associated 

parking area. 

Under the previous Central Business District ("CBD") zones, the property was split-zoned with Garage 2 

zoned CBD-2, and the Public Lot 2 and PLD Building portion zoned CBD- 1. According to the letter, 

when and why the original split-zoning occurred, and whether it was intentional or merely an error, is not 

clear from currently available records. The split-zoning continued under the District Map Amendment 

(DMA), approved to implement the 2014 Zoning Ordinance Rewrite. The Garage 2 portion became CR-

5.0, C-4.0, R-4.75, H-145T, while Public Lot 2 and the PLD Building became CR-3.0, C-2.0, R-2.75, H-

90T.   



As has been mentioned in previous staff reports, it is not uncommon for split-zoned properties to be re-

zoned under one zone as part of the master plan process. To resolve this case, MCDOT is requesting the 

entire property be re-zoned consistent with the plan-recommended zoning for Garage 2, CR-5.0, C-5.0, 

R-5.0, H-175. The former M-NCPPC Headquarters and M-NCPPC surface parking lot would remain

identified under Map Number 65A with Plan-proposed zoning of CR-3.0, C-3.0, R-3.0 H-110 and the

MCDOT property would be drawn within the boundary for Map Number 65B with plan-proposed zoning

of CR-5.0, C-5.0, R-5.0, H-175.

In addition to applying a consistent zone across the entire MCDOT property, Mr. Conklin requests the 

height be increased from 175 feet to 200 feet and the property be included in the Building Height Incentive 

Zone area. At the last worksession, the Committee agreed (3-0) to expand the boundary of the Building 

Height Incentive Zone area such that it coincides with the MCDOT property line thus including Garage 

2, Public Lot 2 and the PLD Building within the Height Incentive area. At an earlier worksession, the 

Committee also agreed (3-0) to recommend the heights proposed within the height incentive area be 

mapped. This would result in a mapped height for the MCDOT property of 262 feet.  

Council staff suggests the Committee recommend resolving the split-zoned property by applying 

the plan-proposed zoning for Garage 2 to the entire MCDOT property. Given that the abutting 

property is outside the height incentive area and has a plan-proposed height of 110 feet, Council 

staff suggests the Committee retain the plan-proposed height for Garage 2 which will ultimately be 

mapped at 262 feet as a result of the Committee’s recommendation to map heights in the height 

incentive area at 1.5 times the plan-proposed height.  

Contained in this Staff Report © Pages 

Letter from Director Conklin, MCDOT © 1-8 
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